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DON MAXIMIANO: THE VERY BEST OF CHILE
IN CHINA AND FOR CHINA
Viña Errázuriz’s flagship wine was awarded as the Best Chilean Wine
at the Chinese competition ‘Wine 100’ and was especially selected to
welcome Premier Li Keqiang during his first visit to Chile.
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Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve has recently

On May 24, in order to honour Mr. Li Keqiang and

1. Chilean President

received two great honours. Wine 100, the most

consolidate the traditional friendship between

Michelle Bachelet and

influential and reliable wine contest in China,

both countries, Eduardo Chadwick, President and

Mister Li Keqiang, Premier

highlighted Viña Errázuriz’s flagship wine from the

owner of Viña Errázuriz, sent the Premier and his

of the People’s Republic of

Aconcagua Valley as the Best Chilean wine,

delegation especially selected bottles of Don

China.

winning one of just fourteen Special Trophies

Maximiano Founder’s Reserve. Eduardo Chadwick

awarded at the competition.

included as well the latest edition of the book “The

2. Julio Alonso, Director

Berlin Tasting, Uncorking the Potential of Chile’s

Wines of Chile Asia and

Terroir,” which tells the story of the Chadwick-Errá-

Nicolás del Solar, Regional

zuriz family and their quest to establish Chile’s

Director Asia receiving the

place among the world’s greatest wine appella-

Wine 100 award.

The presidents of the judging panel were Andrew
Caillard, Master of Wine and Fongyee Walker, the
renowned Chinese wine critic. Along with eighteen
wine experts, and during three days, the specialists
tasted and scored more than nine hundred wines

tions.

to carefully select the most outstanding wines of

Premier Li Keqiang expressed his gratitude for the

the world.

gift and explained that Chile had been at the

This high recognition to Don Maximiano’s quality
and tradition made it the perfect gift to welcome
Mister Li Keqiang, Premier of the People’s Republic
of China, and his wife Madame Cheng Hong, on
his first official trip to Latin America.
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forefront of developing relations with China among
all countries in the region, as it was the first nation
in South America to establish diplomatic relations
with China and one of the first to sign a Free Trade
Agreement with his country.

